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Make every operator 
your best operator.

RIGHT ACTION 
With accurate direction, newer operators 

can make smart decisions. 
 

RIGHT TIME 
Traditional SOPs can slow down personnel 

when they need to act fast.  
 

EVERY TIME 
A consistent response helps promote 

safety, productivity and uptime.

The 

OnTrack  
Difference

Planned or unplanned, any situation that affects 

operations requires a smart strategy to avoid 

production loss, safety risks and environmental 

damages. But everyone who manages your 

processes is different, which means their reactions 

are different, too. If they’re relying on traditional 

SOPs, they might not be able to respond quickly 

enough. And as experienced operators retire, they 

take their many years of operational knowledge 

with them.

But now you can capture that tribal knowledge, 

combine it with best practices and translate it into 

intelligent action plans for any situation — with 

the OnTrack™ suite. Developed by MAVERICK 

Technologies, OnTrack is a suite of work process 

management solutions that deliver the insight and 

real-time data your operators need to act quickly 

and consistently.

OnTrack makes it easy to keep tabs on task 

progress and refine future workflows for optimal 

effectiveness. You can even track specific 

conditions and trends to prevent issues before  

they occur.

Request 
a Demo 

Learn more at
mavtechglobal.com/ontrack 

or call 888.917.9109
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ALARM RESPONSE

Alarms are an essential part of the production process. They 

help preserve the integrity of your operations and protect the 

safety of your personnel — if handled correctly. 

When an alarm is triggered, your seasoned operators respond 

instinctively. One alarm can quickly escalate into a critical 

situation that can be difficult for even the most experienced 

operators to know how to address properly.

But with the right work process, the most critical alarms that 

need action are prioritized and identified with an action plan. 

That way, every operator is able to take the right action, right 

away. The OnTrack Alarm Response solution puts that  

process in place.

When a critical alarm is triggered, the OnTrack Alarm 

Response solution immediately generates next steps and 

delivers them to key personnel. Clear-cut instructions ensure 

a fast return to normal operations by making it easy for your 

team to respond quickly, correctly and consistently.

Ensure a fast return to 
normal operations

10 BILLION–
20 BILLION

8%

The U.S. manufacturing industry

If you’re like most manufacturers,

you 
up to

of your 
production 
capacity

each year by incorrectly responding 
to alarms

IMPROPER ALARM 
RESPONSE IS

LOSES

COSTING

ONTRACK

$

Learn more at
mavtechglobal.com/ontrack 

or call 888.917.9109
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Quick, efficient 
implementation

Pre-deployment: 
Overview of  

alarm response 
integration 

Review current SOPs 
—

Prep configuration  
for installation

Week 1 On-site: 
System installation  

and validation 

Build alarm response workflows 
—

Train system administrators

Week 2 On-site: 
Operator training and 

standby support 

Analyze historical data 
—

Create additional alarm  
response workflows

•  Step-by-step instructions 
for promoting a 
consistent response

•  Mobile-ready access for 
on-the-go monitoring  
and execution

•  Real-time reporting for 
greater insight into who’s 
doing what, where

•  Historical records for 
ensuring compliance  
and tracking trends

OPTIMIZE YOUR 
RESPONSE WITH:

OnTrack Alarm Response is a focused 

solution that doesn’t require a complete 

overhaul of your existing system. We’ll help 

you with the initial setup and then show 

you how to improve your alarm system’s 

effectiveness as you go.

And it takes less time than you’d think.  

Over the course of two weeks, we will fully 

train your team on how to use, maintain 

and add to the workflow system. By 

combining our team’s field expertise with 

standardized technology, you’ll learn 

how to quickly implement optimized 

workflows for every alarm situation —  

continually making your operations 

safer and more efficient.

ALARM RESPONSE
ONTRACK
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mavtechglobal.com/ontrack 
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About MAVERICK Technologies® 

Founded in 1999, MAVERICK is the largest independent systems integrator in North America, and is a global leader in industrial automation, enterprise integration 
and strategic manufacturing solutions for clients across a wide range of manufacturing and process industries. Leveraging its unique enterprise-wide perspective, 
MAVERICK identifies suboptimal operations and improves performance for greater safety, efficiency and overall profitability. The company’s people, processes and 
technical capabilities ensure delivery of the right solution for every project, using the most appropriate technology. Organizations around the world depend on 
MAVERICK’s responsiveness, results-driven approach and dedication to their success. Over the years, MAVERICK has completed more than 15,000 projects in 46 
countries across six continents. To learn more about MAVERICK, please visit mavtechglobal.com. To download our press kit, please visit mavtechglobal.com/press
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SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS

500+
PROFESSIONALS ON STAFF
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MAVERICK Technologies offers a  
full range of automation solutions for 

enterprise-wide lifecycle support.

Learn more at  
mavtechglobal.com/ontrack
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